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“It has been said that the universe is 
not only stranger than we 
imagine—it is stranger than we can 
imagine.”

B. Alden Thresher, Admissions and the Public Interest,  1966
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Strategic Grantmaking
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Beyond Free College outlines an audacious national agenda—consistent 
with, but far more comprehensive than, the current “free college” 
movement—that builds on the best of US higher education’s populist 
history such as the G.I. Bill and the community college transfer function. 

The authors align a wide constellation of higher education trends—online 
learning, prior learning assessment, competency-based learning, high 
school college-credit— with a rapidly shifting student transfer environment 
that privileges college credit as the pivotal educational catalyst to boost 
access and completion. 

The book’s agenda seeks greater productive investment in postsecondary 
education by privileging a single 
metric—lower-cost-per-degree-granted—as the animating driver of a 
transfer pathway that will fulfill the potential of its historical, progressive 
innovators. 

Beyond Free College’s goal is as simple as it is urgent: To galvanize 
higher education advocates in an effort to reorganize, reorient, and 
reignite the transfer function to serve the needs of a neotraditional student 
population that now constitutes the majority of college-goers in America; 
and in ways that advance completion, not just access to higher education.
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Pandemic Impacts on Traditional Higher ED
Acceleration, fragility, inequities, and resilience…
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Our Enrollment Future?



“…the oft-held belief in the academy that practical and 

vocational education are a debasement of higher 

education’s commitment to pursue knowledge for 

knowledge’s sake [is] a misreading of history, which 

documents unambiguously that, since the earliest 

universities, students have come to college to prepare 

for jobs…. The dichotomy between education for 

personal enrichment and education for participation in 

society, including the labor market, has always been a 

false one”.

Arthur Levine and Scott Van Pelt, The Great 
Upheaval, 2021
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Post-Pandemic Headwinds
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“[Traditional] universities simply assert that the 

appropriate time period for such preparation [for a 

profession] is four years for everyone, regardless of the 

profession. This is fantastically illogical—Marines don’t 

spend four years on Paris Island—yet everyone goes 

along with it because they don’t have much choice, or 

any other way of conceiving what higher education 

could be… Community colleges are somewhat 

better…but community college students still get 

degrees defined by time, not skills.”

Kevin Carey, The End of College, 2015



“…public opinion has gradually shifted to reflect growing 

doubts about the work of colleges and universities. 

Employers have complained that many college graduates 

are not adequately prepared for employment in the 

modern economy. Parents are increasingly dismayed by the 

cost of sending their children to college…Furthering 

worsening of public attitudes toward higher education is 

bound to provoke new efforts to increase government 

supervision over colleges and universities… Nothing in my 

experience, however, suggests that skillful public relations 

and repeated reminders of the greatness of America’s 

universities will do much to solve the problem.”

Derek Bok, Higher Expectations, 2020
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Threats to Our Most Vulnerable Students
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Enrollment Future

“The primary challenge 
ahead for the two-year 
sector in the next 15 years is 
clear: dramatically reduced 
enrollments. Indeed, the 
expected contraction in 
two-year enrollments is 
almost 20 percent faster 
than for college enrollment 
in general” (p. 66).



“As long as there are families with small 
incomes, and as long as in these families 
there are sons and daughters who desire 
a higher education, there must be colleges 
in which this education may be obtained 
at a minimum of expense. The future of 
the small college is, therefore, absolutely 
assured.”

William Rainey Harper, The Trend in Higher Education, 1905



“While there are, and will continue to be, 

intensive public debates about all aspects 

of education and from many different 

political ideologies, these rarely if ever 

conclude that less education for 

individuals and the collective is the best 

path.”

David P. Baker, The Schooled Society, 2014
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